Fact Sheet
The CR106 Range Coin Recycler

Key features
Some of the key features of the CRANE Money Controls CR106 Coin Recycler include:
- Turnkey solution with USB interface connection
- Space efficient design
- World currency solution
- Built on proven technology
- Bulk coin in, up to 50 coins
- High capacity e.g 2300 x US $0.01 coins
- Flexible hopper configuration with automatic value and identification
- Remote download of coins/firmware
- Accepts multi-coins at up to 2 coins per second with flexible sorting
- Debris management
- Rapid 8 coins per second payout
- Programmable to accept and sort up to 16 coin denominations
- Auto-refill option provides full coin data reconciliation
- Auto jam detection and clearance
- Six, five and four hopper options with standard and double bowls
- Minimum coin-in to coin-out height – ADA and DDA compliant when installed in U-Scan
- Integrated mounting runners / slides with locking option

High capacity
The compact hoppers can be configured in two sizes, standard and double; their high capacity offers longer run-times, maximizing the time between refills. With automatic position and value identification, the hoppers can be placed in any location and the CR106 will automatically adjust accordingly.

Compact design
The innovative design of the CR106 minimizes coin in to coin out height and provides a very compact space envelope while maintaining high coin hopper capacity. Coin input and output cups are ergonomically and prominently positioned allowing the CR106 to be easily integrated into kiosk or ticket enclosures. Ideal for mounting under a counter or at table top height, the CR106 offers maximized coin capacity in a minimized space envelope.

Reliability
The CR106 utilizes proven coin transport modules and components to deliver a highly reliable coin recycling system which is based on over 40 years of currency handling expertise. Auto jam detection and clearance functions means the CR106 can cope with most issues without the need for manual attendance.

Product Integration
Money Control’s™ focus on application engineering ensures that integrating the CR106 into an OEM cabinet is straightforward. A single USB connection provides easy software integration based on a simple API.

Introduction
The compact design of the Money Controls CR106 Range Coin Recycler offers space-efficient, integrated coin recycling; accepting customers’ coins in bulk, sorting to individual coin hoppers and providing change at the end of a transaction. With a minimum coin-in to coin-out height, the CR106 is ADA and DDA compliant when installed in U-Scan and is available for world coins.
Security
Detailed audit data provides comprehensive records of coins in and out. Accurate coin validation minimizes the risk of accepting fraudulent coins and U-Scan lock options prevent unwanted access to the coin hopper bowls.

Specifications
Dimensions (H x W x D):
- 11.57 ins. X 14.53 ins. X 12.59 ins. (294mm x 369mm x 320mm) (excl. mount rails & coin cups)
- 17.40 ins. X 14.76 ins. X 14.29 ins. (442mm x 375mm x 363mm) (incl. mount rails & coin cups)

Coin Processing
- Most world currencies
- Speed: Up to 2 coins per second

Coin payout:
- Rapid 8 coins per second payout
- Operating temperature:
  - 32°F to 131°F (0°C to 55°C)

Storage temperature:
- -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)

Operating humidity:
- 10 to 75% RH

Storage humidity:
- 10 to 95% RH non-condensing

Power requirements:
- 24V DC, 6A (Peak)

Why Fujitsu?
ENABLING THE GLOBAL ENTERPRISE
Fujitsu provides a full array of managed infrastructure solutions. As part of those solutions, Managed Office Services is a component of the dynamic infrastructure offerings from Fujitsu. Fujitsu is your trusted partner for making managed office and managed infrastructure services simple. We are arguably the most global vendor, with leadership market share in Europe, Asia, and North America. With more than 170,000 employees worldwide in over 100 countries, we can service your infrastructure in place, with a two-hour response, to cities throughout the world. Fujitsu can deliver unique value to global clients by helping them standardize global delivery, operations, and support. At the same time, we have the local presence and understanding to do business with clients who have regionally diverse languages and cultures. Fujitsu leverages best-of-breed infrastructure solutions to reduce risk, complexity, and cost.
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About Fujitsu America

Fujitsu America, Inc., is a leading ICT solutions provider for organizations in the U.S., Canada and the Caribbean. Fujitsu enables clients to meet their business objectives through integrated offerings and solutions, including consulting, systems integration, managed services, outsourcing and cloud services for infrastructure, platforms and applications; data center and field services; and server, storage, software and mobile/tablet technologies. For more information, please visit: http://solutions.us.fujitsu.com/ and http://twitter.com/fujitsuamerica

Fujitsu retail solutions

Point-of-Sale Peripherals
Fujitsu offers a full range of peripherals designed for ultimate serviceability and manageability. We’ve combined user-friendly design with best-of-breed hardware to create the components you need to keep your operations running smoothly.

Point-of-Sale Hardware
Fujitsu point-of-service solutions come in a variety of form factors including compact all-in-one and traditional POS controllers. All are highly configurable to ensure the ideal feature/functionality/price fit for each retailer’s unique requirements. TeamPoS® systems meet the demanding needs of today’s store operations, from standalone point-of-sale to mission-critical applications.

Self-Checkout Systems
The Fujitsu U-Scan Genesis line offers retailers flexibility, scalability, reliability and usability. Advanced features include high capacity, space saving footprint, ATM-style “follow me” LED lighting, and “above scanner” bill and coin accepting/dispensing.

OEM/ODM Products
A global leader in electronics manufacturing services, Fujitsu provides integrated services and solutions to support original equipment manufacturers and original design manufacturers operating in the automotive, communications, computing, consumer, industrial, medical, retail and financial sectors.

Fujitsu Retail Suite
Fujitsu Retail Suite provides retailers with a broad portfolio of solutions to better enable them to implement customer loyalty programs, increase customer service, and implement cost effective stored value card management solutions.

Disclaimer
Technical data are subject to modification and delivery subject to availability. Any liability that the data and illustrations are complete, actual or correct is excluded. Designations may be trademarks and/or copyrights of the respective manufacturer, the use of which by third parties for their own purposes may infringe the rights of such owner.

Fujitsu green policy innovation
Fujitsu Green Policy Innovation is our worldwide project for reducing burdens on the environment. Using our global know-how, we aim to resolve issues of environmental energy efficiency through IT. Please find further information at: www.fujitsu.com/global/about/environment/
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Contact
FUJITSU AMERICA, INC.
Address: 1250 East Arques Avenue Sunnyvale, CA 94085-3470, U.S.A.
Telephone: 800 831 3183 or 408 746 6000
Website: http://solutions.us.fujitsu.com
Contact Form: http://solutions.us.fujitsu.com/contact

Have a question? Email us at: AskFujitsu@us.fujitsu.com
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